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McKelvey in two papers [l, 21 develops related equation algorithms for 
differential equations in the form 
$ - hvyx, A) u = 0, 
where P(x, A) is given by 
P(x, A) = gopq. 
(1) 
(2) 
In Ref. [I], p,,(x) has a double zero at x = 0, while in Ref. [2], 
0 < I P&) I < W and IJ&>, ~~(4 h ave single and double poles respectively 
at x = 0. Langer’s previous work [3] considered Eq. (1) with ps(x) having 
a simple zero at x = 0. 
McKelvey’s algorithm equations are in error. They should read: 
a, = 3 ,,” [- K-2 + F L.--a - h-j-2) Bj] 4 
j=o 
(3) 
for Eq. (4.3a), Ref. [l]; 
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(5) 
for Eq. (4.3b), Ref. [l]; 
71 = Ml - 4 - &% - Gw; + t%l), 
for Eqs. (18b), Ref. [2]; and 
for Eq. (18c), Ref. [2]. A “+” sign should also precede the last term in Eq. 
(6. 7c), Ref. [3], i.e., 
v-2 
c WV-,-2/3; + L-28,) 
_ tL=o 
WC4 * 
Using the correct equations we can show that the function D,(x, h) in the 
three references is simply given by 
2%3+,c4 2%+2W D,(x, A) = 1 - hn+l - ___ An+2 (7) 
The procedure, outlined below for Ref. [2], is to write 
Dl(x, A) = A,2 + i!$% - f!$% - y, (8) 
where 
and 
s 
$=*o+~+~~2~=~~o~. 
Then after differentiating D,(x, h) with respect to x and employing the algo- 
rithm formulas, we obtain 
+ & [K - i (Qn-r  Li) Pi] + 0 (&) * (9) 
j=O 
Equation (7) follows by invoking Eq. (3). 
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One might question the necessity of retaining the terms i~~+Jh~+l and 
an+2jhn+2 in Eq. (7) for D, since the algorithm has only been carried out to 
evaluate LX~ and plz . It is clear from Eq. (3), however, that both terms arise 
by recognizing an identity in which only /3,, , v  < n, occur. Furthermore, 
the a,+1 term must be retained to give the asymptotic bounds of Ref. [l-3]. It 
should be noted that several of the bounds in Ref. [l] may be improved [4]. 
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